
SUMMER PLUS

As an optional preliminary addition to the ISCA 
Summer School, Summer Plus is a special 
opportunity for students to deepen their 
understanding of art and design and crucially 
improve their abilities in drawing. Covering the 
specific skills that underpin a creative arts specific skills that underpin a creative arts 
education, classes will focus on observational 
drawing and colour as well as the formal elements, 
all of which will provide a strong foundation in visual 
literacy. 

The Summer Plus Programme includes:

• analytical and expressive approaches to drawing
•• life drawing
• introduction to methods of recording
• colour theory
• exploration of mark-making
• observational drawing and colour

 English support will be offered throughout all 
summer programmes. 

PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS: PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS: 

Participants: 14 to 17 years of age. All classes are 
taught in English. Applicants whose first language 
is not English should note that they are required to 
be proficient in spoken English and be able to 
participate in group discussions. As a guideline we 
would recommend an IELTS score of 4.5.
  

COURSE FEES: 

Summer Plus - £3825

Summer School - £2550

Fees include tuition and full board

DATES:

Summer Plus commences on Sunday 24 June.

Summer School commences on Sunday 1 JulSummer School commences on Sunday 1 July.

Both Programmes finish on Saturday 14 July.

SUMMER SCHOOL

The overarching theme of the ISCA Summer 
School is Creative DNA, which takes students to 
the very heart of art and design learning. This 
intensiveintensive two-week programme of fashion, art and 
design study introduces young aspiring designers 
to the creative arts and the development of an 
exciting portfolio of work. This is delivered through 
a series of specialist workshops focusing on the 
realisation of experimental concepts across a 
broad range of creative subjects. 

The Summer School Programme includes:The Summer School Programme includes:

Art and Design:

• portfolio development  
• primary and secondary visual research  
• life drawing and fashion illustration  
• mood boards 
• 2D & 3D design realisation and presentation
•• product development
 
Excursions and Cultural Visits: 

• professional artist and designer visitors
• museums
• art galleries
• major London landmarks
•• leading Creative Arts universities in the UK
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